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I. Introduction

States hme become increasingly active in recent years in

promoting industrial competitiveness and economic develop-

ment. Some of these efforts imolve the reorientation of programs

and of existing institutions that provide traioing, small business

assistance. and recruitment incentives. In addition. states have

undertaken a varlet of new initiatives. particularly in areas

such as technology transfer. venture capital. and the moderniza-

tion of established ri

An extensive literature has emerged on state economic de-

velopment efforts (Clarke 1986: (;anzglass and Heidkamp

1987: Fosler 1988: Eisinger 1988: Bosworth 1990: Osborne

1987: Organization 1Pr Economic Cooperation and I )evelopment

10ECDI 19891. The results, however. have not been of much

help to states in terms of developing competitiveness strategies

that are tailored to their individual circumstances and resourc-

es. There are two majo- reasons for this situation. First, the

materials are primarily descriptive. highlighting the actions of

various communities. states. and regions. There is little evi-

dence on the success or faring of such experi(mees. Moreover.

for many programs. not ,rioligh time has elapsed to evaluate

effectiveness. at least over the long term.

WORKING

Second, these state experiments and initiatives have not

been viewed in a larger analytical framework that would permit

generalization and an understanding of the dynamic processes

of underlying change. I -Lacking this larger context, the experi-

ences of other stat-s, no matter how detailed or successful. are

of limited value to those operating tinder different industrial and

technological conditions.

This paper demonstrates that production life-cycle models

provide a conceptual frame\wrk to analyze systematically the

interrelationships between industrial and technological change,

and human resources. 'Ibis frameworkin which products.

production processes, and technologies are seen as dvnamic

phenomena whose skill and training requirements change as

they evolveprovides a theoretical model from which to draw

generalizations and common themes.

The life-cycle framework suggests that states that incorporate

the dynamics of industrial and technological change into their

competitiveness strategies increase the likelihood of reaping

employment and productivity benefits that technology can pro-

vide. In contrast, states that neglect this strategy risk increasing

their vulnerability to the negative impacts of technological
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change, including widespread mass unemployment and job loss.

Section II of this paper presents the life-cycle model, focus-

ing on its implications for the types and level of employment

and skill requirements in an area. Section III uses the life-cycle

framework to assess the evidence on, and implications of, vari-

ous state programs designed for the recruitment of firms, "high-

tech" job creation, and assistance to established firms. Section

IV provide), guidelines for states in developing effective compet-

itiveness strategies. The final section presents conclusions that

emerge from the analysis.

II. Technology Life Cycles, Competitiveness,

and Economic Development

Life-cycle models emphasize the evolutionary character of

production and employment needs. Debates during the 1970s

and 1980s over industrial policy and high technolog focused

attention on the process of industrial "birth." spurts of growth.

maturation, and decline. The concept that industries pass

through a series of stages during their development. however,

dates back to the 1930s, when industries were found to undergo

a sequence of stagesexpeiimentation, rapid growth, dimin-

ished growth. and stability or declineduring their industrial

"lives" (Alderfer and Michl 1942). More recently. separate "life

cycles" have been delineated fir products. for production pro-

cesses, and for technologies (Dean 19M): Abernathy and Utter-

back 1978; Haves and.Wheelright 1979a, 19791): Ford and

Ryan 1981).

Through their impacts on skill and training requirements and

on the level of employment, production life cycles can signifi-

cantly affect the competitiveness and long-term economic devel-

opment of an area. The technology life cycle. in particular. is a

valuable tool in understanding the impacts of technological

change on jobs and employment. Technologies, like prodtwts

and pnxluction processes. exhibit patterns of growth and devel-

WORKING

opment that are characterized by sequential phases of introduc-

tion. rapid growth, diminished growth, and stability or decline

(Ford and Ryan 1981: Foster 1982; Shanklin and Ryans 1984).

Technologiessuch as a numerical control technology, a mi-

croelectronics technology, or a data-processing technology---are

introduced slowly at first. become more widely adopted as in-

tensive research and development (R&D) efforts lead to im-

proved performance, and are then replaced by a new and

superior technology..

Technological evolution can signal impending changes in

products and production processes. As a technology matures,

for instance, uncertainty about its capabilities and limitations

declines. and products and processes can become more stan-

dardized. Rapid product innovation accompanies the earliest

phases of a technology's development, whereas process innova-

tion peaks later in the technology's cycle as product design

stabilizes. Innovations in the later stages of development of a

technology, when they occur at all, are primarily minor improve-

ments in equipment rather than major fundamental changes in

either product or production process.

2 1' APE R S



Skill and Training Requirements

Extension of this life-cycle model to human resource issues

reveals the evolution of a skill-training life cycle (STLC) as the

level of demand and standardization of skills change as a tech-

nology evolves (Chart I ).

The early stages of a technology, which are characterized by

a high degree of product innovation. are relatively skill-inten-

sive and labor-intensive. Engineers and scientists are needed to

develop new products, construct pilot models. and implement

design changes. These professionals also perform most of the

tasks later assumed 1w production and marketing managers,

technicians. and skilled craftsworkers. The relatively short

production runs and general-purpose equipment that character-

ize the early stages of product development require skilled

operatives who are able to perform a broad range of tasks and to

adapt equipment to the company's needs. The unsettled envi-

ronment surrounding emerging technologies and the lack of

appropriately trained workers encourages "job enlargement,-

whereby employers incorporate newly created tasks into existing

jobs. The firm-specific nature of skills required and the lack of

appropriately trained workers in the initial stage of the STLC

mean that employers at the cutting edge of new technologies

must provide their own training or rely on equipment vendors to

do so.

As a technology becomes more widely adopted and equip-

ment is standardized, skills that were once fine- specific become

general skills and are transferable among employers. Employers

are less able to capture the return on investments in training for

general skills and usually prefer that such training be provided

in the schools, where the government or students will assume

Chart I: Skill Training Life Cycle

Nature of Tasks

Type of job skills

Effects on job
structure

Introduction:
New and Emerging

Skills

Complex

Firm-specific

Job enlargement:
new positions created
when significant
change in skill needs
occurs

Growth:
Increased Demand

for Skills

Increasingly
ioutinized

Increasingly
general

Emergence of new
occupations

III IV

Maturity: Decline:
Slower Grol-,th in Skill
Demand for Skills Obsolescence

Increasingly Narrow ly

routinized defined

General: General:

transferable transferable

Relatively rigid job Elimination of
hierarchy; Occupations occupations
associated with formal
education and related
work experience
requirements

Schools and colleges.
niore generally

Skill training Employer or Markel- sensitive Declining number
provider equipment schools and colleges of schools and

manufacturer colleges: some
skills provided by
employer

Source: Adapted from Patricia ftott. Facilihatng Technologvid Change: The Human Resource Challenge. Cambridge: Ballinger. 1(188. p. 19.
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the costs. Moreover, increased demand for and standardization

of skills permit their "production.' on a larger scale and at loca-

tions away from the R&D sites. Together. these two forces en-

courage the shift of skill development from the workplace to the

formal education system as technologies :nature. Computer

programming, keypunching, and word processing are classic

examples of this transfer.

With the diffusion of established technologies, the number of

experienced workers increases. as does the supply ofpp.v o: newly

trained graduates from colleges and schools. New (x-cupations

emerge. and firms alter their hiring standards. V'ith respect to

electronics. for example, firms and equipment vendors provided

the necessary skills initially. As demands for these skills in-

creased and colleges and schools expanded their curricular

offerings in this field, firms adopting electronically controlled

manufacturing processes expected nett employees to have ac-

quired their basic electronics skills prior to being hired. A simi-

lar pattern has subsequently occurred viith computer-related

skills.

As the pm% ision of job skills shills from the workplace to the

educational system. such training is initially offered by colleges

and schools that are oriented toward meeting the needs of (in-

ployers. Oyer time. training becomes more widely diffused

among educational institutions. In addition, with the growing

supply of appropriately trained graduates. educational cre(k-n-

tials become associated with particular occupations. Computer

programmer positions. for example. increasingly require a bach-

elor's degree in a computer-related field: computer technicians

need a two-year or fou -year degree in a computer or technical

field: and computer analysts must have a graduate degree in

computer science.

V'hile there is much upgrading and job enlargement when

new technologies are adopted. the introduction of relatively

mature technologies fosters discontinuous job ladders and barri-

ers to advancement within firms. Employers adopting maturing

technologies often fill their newly created skill needs with

WORKING

workers who have received their training at other firms or

educational institutions.

As technologies become obsolete. training focuses oh re-

placement needs and on the retraining of workers Mr other

fields. A limited market for skills and declining student enroll-

ments result in the termination of occupational training

programs in these fields. The responsibility Mr training to fill

relatively short-term. skilled n'plaCellIt'lli Weds shifts back to

the finn.

The Geographic Location of Jobs

The implications of production life cycles for the geographic

location of employment are No-dimensional. First. patterns of

regional specialization of emplca anent occur as employers seek

to loczite different production zictivitis in areas best-suited to

their needs. Second. changes in the lalio and skill requirements

rn er a pmluet's life can trimuT geographic shifts in employment.

(hi a global level, the "international product cycle model-

illustrates hose firms initially locate close to the source of de-

Mall(' for their nv.ly developed products so they can communi-

cate market information rapid) into product changes (Vernon

1960: Wells 19;2:1 ernon 1979). 11 14'11 foreign markets create

demands for the product, they initialk generate (-N, ports for the

producing country. At sonic point. depending on the nature of

the 'inducts and the characteristics of foreign demand. the

expanded foreign market attracts its own production base.

When production costs abroad are low enough to compensate

for transportation and other costs. such as tariffs. the country

that oiginalk produced the pniduct becomes a net importer of

the gold. At final stages of product development.'woduction

activities nup, shift from the sites of product demand to lower

cost areas in other countries.

The international product cycle model suggests that

countries specialize in producing goods that are consistent with

their competitive ad% antage. Industrialized. capitalist countries

will tend to focus on their research and technical capabilities.
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which are critical in new. rapidly growing industries. whereas

lass developed countries will take advantage ()I their relatively

low labor costs.

The -regional life-cycle nioder suggests similar spatial

production patterns for smaller geographic areas (Thomas 1973;

Rees and Stafford 1980. With respect to human resouec)s. in

particular. the model implies that the attractiveness of regional

and local economics Varies with the skill needs of products at

different stages Of eve !opulent . Early stages of product innova-

tion and development will occur in areas in which highly. skilled

pr(dessi(mal and technical isorkers are available to conduct

R&D. Standardization and increasing, output of the product

trier reduced skill requirements. inducing production shifts to

geographic areas that arc characterized by loiter labor costs.

Empirical evidence supports the geographic lation pat-

terns suggested by these international and regional models

(Malecki 1980. 1985: Ads. 1983). Innovations, R&D. and new

product activities. for example. tyquire highly skilled workers.

tend to he highly concentrated geographically. and are relatively

stable in terms of location. As long as (less models and major

design changes are being introduced quite regularly. employers

will not %sant to separate the design and testing functions from

product assembly. At later stages of development. more stable

production techniques and standardized equipment permit the

separation of production from R&D. Competitive advantage

increasingly becomes a function of unit prodution costs. and

the relatively routinized assembly activities can he transferred

to lower cost regions and countries.

Industries usually rely on a range of technologies and have

products in several phases of deselopment. Thewfore. they

engage in a mix of production activities that are characterized

by diverse skill needs and employment })atterns. The electon-

is industry. for example, produces both highly sophisticated

products that incorporate technologies on the cutting edge and

more mature consumer electronic goods. such as radios and

televisions. Firms that manufacture the newer goods tend to

concentrate their production operations near their R&D centers.

More mature pr(xlucts are produced in lower cost areas. Similar-

ly, while an increasing share of the world supply of semicondu-

tors is produced outside the United States, in countries with

relatively abundant supplies of low-cost labor. the design and

development work is still highly concentrated in Silicon Valley..

California (ilton 1971: Malecki 1983: Flamm 1985).

The computer industry shows similar patterns of regional

specialization and eriploy ment trends (llekinan 1980: Prelims

1982). R&D. design. production of state-of-the-art equipment.

and company headquarteN continue to be geographically con-

centrated in Massachusetts and California. In contrast. the

large-scale production of relatively standardized computer com-

ponents and routinized assembly activities has() scattered front

R&D centers, and now take place in large branch plaints located

in states with relatively low labor costs (e.g.. Tennessee. South

Dakota. and North and South Carolina) or in low -wage countries

Mexico.11ong Kong. and Taiwan).

Industries is ith relatively little large-scale production. such

as manufacturers of medical hist 11.1111ellts. customized electron-

ics equipment. and communications equipment. also regionalize

their operationsbut to a lesser extent (Ilekman 1980: Malecki

19851.

277 '`53rq law ABLE
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HI. Competitiveness Strategies of States

States have implemented a wide yarimy of programs and

policies in their efforts to provide jobs and improve standards of

living. This section ztddresscs the evidence and life-cvele impli-

cations of state programs that are designed to recruit emplryers.

foster the formation of new high-tech firms. and assist estab-

lished firms to retain or expand jobs. No attempt is 'nude here to

review and evaluate all of these programs: rather, the intent is to

demonstrate a way of systematically thinking about and analyti-

cally assessing the impacts of such efforts.

Recruitment of Firms

Trends in State Efforts

During the 1960s and 1970s. state efforts with regard to

economic WM% th and development fiwused on the reemitment

of employers and _jobs to the area. Seeking to differentiate them-

selves, states offered incentives (mainly tax and financial) to

encourage firms to relocate within their borders. :\ relatively

low-wage workforce and a go(xl tailor climatefshich generallY

meant docile or no unionswere often highlighted in recruit-

ment paekages, particularly those offered by southern states. RV

the mid-19705. it was also common for states to offer customized

training programs to prospective new employers.

WORKING

Ilistoricallv. North Carolina has been noted for its ability to

attract manufacturing plantsa majority of 16 room,. 50))

companies have at least one plant located in this southern.

right-to-work state (Israel. Carte. Kinne. and Waril..tolv

1987). More recentlY, Tenftessee and Kentucky have been

successful industrial recruiters. A Nissan plant located in Ten-

nessee in 1980: and in 1985. the state won its bid for the Gener-

al Motors (GM) Salton' plant. Kentucky attracted a Toyota plant

in 1985, and was first runner-tip in the Saturn contest. Some

northern. relatively high-wage and hem unionized states have

also demonstrated recruiting success in recent Years, part icular-

I V with automotive plants. For example. a Mazda plant If fcated

in 'Michigan in 1986: and, in 1988. Illinois was successful in its

bid to aftract a Alitsubishi/Cimsler plant. Although during the

1980s recruitment efforts ceased to hold a dominant position.

those efforts continue to fa, an active component of many states'

economic development plans. For instance. competition for the

Saturn plant included 38 states and 1.0(N) local communities

(Office of fechnolog, Assessment IOTAI 199010.

More generally. states throughout the country sought to

attract high-tech industries during the late 1970s and early

1980s (Ol'A 1984). These efforts often included Various tax and

6 P A P E H S



financial oncessions and promised "tailor-made- or custom-

designed tsorkforces to accommodate the needs of individual

employers. More recently. state recruitment packages (including

their training olniHnients) have become complex as %Yell as

more expensive. In its successful bid for the Saturn plant, for

example. Tennessee promised to spend all extra 845 million on

higher education, and offered a range of technical courses (i.e..

robotics and automation) for upgrading the knowledge held by

(;M employees in addition to a significant pmpetiy tax abate-

ment and infrastructure improvements. Michigan's recruitment

of the Mazda plant included $19 million to train Ile1V .corkers:

and Illinois offered S6-1 million in hiring and training assistance

for the Mitsuitishi/Chrvsler plant ((YI'. i9 90b).

In recent years. ntany states have begun to target the recruit-

ment of nett plants of firms that are expanding, rather than

trying to induct employers to relocate. There has also been it

trend toward greater emphasis on international ins estors, as

states hope to lure to their sites the plants of Japanese and other

foreign companies (Clarke 19W1; Eisler 19811: Eisinge 1988).

dinplications for State Recruitment

Strategies

Relocation incentives can in their ability to attract different

types of jobs and employers. Competition that involves relati e-

ly standardized production activities is mainly a function of

price. In contrast, in the earlier stages of development, firms

compete primaril) through offering innmation or product differ-

entiation. Incentives. such as low wages and tax abatements,

will be a greater inducement to plants operating at the latter

stages (tithe production e)le, than to firms involved primarily

with R&I) and entrepreneurial activities. Similarly, short-term

customized training programs are likely to appeal to employers

who are engaged in large-scale mass production processes but

would be of little value to firms that are characterized by om-

plex. nonstandardized activities. which require relativelv high-

skilled and broadly trained workers.

WORKING

The life-eyele framework helps to 0:1)111.in why the extensive

literature on business-location decisions yields widely divergent

findings. I Arge-scale statistical studies on the relative impact of

factors such as taxes, wage rates, and transportation costs on the

spatial patterns of employment. for instance, generally have

failed to produce significant re sults. Studies of high-tech indus-

tries in the 1980s also failed to pro\ ide guidance on Funs to

attract these firms. Stone of the latter studies. highlight the im-

portance of a supply of professional and technical talent and

agglomeration economies that are derived from an estahlished

high-tech base. 1 lenseyer, other studies that cite the dispersion

of employment in high-tech industries to (otter cost areas sug-

gest that tax breaks, a supply of lom,-cost labor. and state-offered

training program support are critical factors in a technology-

Lased economic develolanent strategy.

The use of industrt, -wide data in loation studies contributes

in large part to these inconsistencies. Most industries, as well as

1111111y, especially large, firms encompass products, processes.

and technologies at various stages of maturity. Industr-s6le

data. therefore. combine. production activities that require dif-

form capital and labor requirements with diverse location

11mIs. This level of aggregation ntasks the real prwesses of

change and can mislead state economic deyelopmeqt efforts

(Nelson zinc! Winter 1974: krumme and limier 1975: Thomas

1975: Malecki 1983: Markusen 1985). With respect to the

recruitment of high-tech employers, for example, many states

pursued firms that %ere selected front a targeted list of high-

teh industries. tiONVVVCC, whit(' selected on the basis of their

relatkelx high proportions of R&1) expenditures and of pmfes-

sional and technical workers, the hulk of the employment in

these industries is in blue-collar and clerical jolts (Doeringer

and Flv Mt 1982). Using incentives that included tax abatements

and short-term customized training programs, many states were

satisfied with trlatiyely lots-skilled manufacturing jobs (i.e.,

assembly work of printed circuit boards as "high-tech employ-

ment- [Eisinge 1988, 2701).
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In the life -cycle perspectise. the concept ola high-tech

truhmln IS it 1111:,110111r. ligh-tedik* IS a (Is mimic and relative

concept that describes the earliest phase of desolopment. I figh-

ter') employment refers only to those jobs involved svith R&D.

innovation. or nonstandardied production actisities. The jobs

in the high -Itch industries that disperse to lower osi areas are

primarily the lots -loch or standardized production activities.

Iay abatements. svhich represent a relatively small portion of

()serail costs. has() been fOund l,t be inffectise in recruiting

111.1m.. turn those 1110S(' artit ities are in later stages of develop-

ment (Eisinger 1988. 2021. Recent cs 'deuce sucrig)sts. flosses cr.

that incentives offer'ngsignifivant cost reductions can attract a

large number of jolts to an area (( )T..\ ((Mit)).

The long-term impact of recruitment efforts ss ill depend on

the nature of the jobs involsed (Seningr 1080: Nlaicki 1091).

I listoricall). the jobs recruited usual'. base bet's in manufac-

turing branch plants (Nlalecki 198:i: I larris I08()). 11 hen com-

pared to jobs firm), that are indigenous to the

geographic area. job:: in branch plants are more apt to in ols

relatisely standardized production ()His ities and he more til-

nertible to hurdler dispersion I() i(nver cost loccilions as product

demand and competition intensif). their mix of produc-

tion activities and occupations. branch plants are also less like-

l) than indigenous new firms to act as a -seed lied- or "growth

pole- in stimulating spinoffs and new ()mph)) mm opportunities

in an area (Malerki 'lees and Stafford 198.1.: Nlarkusen

Wii5). Recent anecdotal doe.: indicate. hosteler. that

several foreign auto assembl. plants (eq.,. Tosota in Kentuk..

Honda in Ohio. arid Nissan in "rennessec) have attracted suppli-

er branch plants to the area.

Recent studies suggest further that a elatisely high propor-

tion of an area's eninl()m(tit in branch plants hinch.rs the (gilr\

of more technologirali. advanced jobs (Nlaleki 1()901. Empiri-

cal eviclence confirms. for instance. that many of the firms that

relocated to southern state» in miler to take advantage of it loss

usage workforce and company-specifi training subsequently

NV OR K IN (; 8

relocated to men lower wage areas (Southern (:ross.111 Policies

Bocull 19f18). The areas remained ecollomiall\ depressed.

liecniiimeni strategies. \slid(' 111111a11\ appearing quite su-

cessful. can actually Imderminc long-term economic. grosvtli. For

instants., if taw and nititsr rinanci,d inccnliycs nt.gati (.1. impart

the quality of life (i.c.. b. restricting education and secs ices in

the awa). relocation incentives could deter the Pun. of employ-

ers Maim) workforce contains relatisel\ high proportions of

professional and technical workers. In addition. training pro-

gams that are narross I. tailored to pros ids emplo.ers with

workers is Ito meet relative') specific production needs can

hinder the future mobilit. of \sin-kers (Seninger 1() )). Particu-

larly in rapidls changing labor market)... ssorkers need to Hue

broad enough skills to enable them to work in a saricl. 1)1Sitlia-

11011!- and 10 adjust change (ner the course of inch's-

fil`N(.1(1111111'111,

The recruiUnenl of sea industries and firtii,. can also back-

lire if in We process lbe ) impair the competitis env:, of estab-

lished emplo.ers or prompt their -premature- departure from

the aea. E\pensi c recruitment packages. for instance. can

drain resource:, from more traditional sources of employment.

which comprise the bulk of all jobs in local economies. In addi-

tion. eNistilig t ampanies alas suffer if .bush state sub..idizes the

()tor. of firms that are their direct competitors. :1 long)), er. sue-

cessfulls recruited new, industries can -crowd out- traditional

omplosmeni. For instance. labor shortagcs--partividarl) in the

blue collar and clerical fieldsthat are attributable to the

grosstli of news and (quell:Mg Prins lend I() spill user into other

sectors less able to comp, for workers (Flynn I 1988).

l'otetitittl of State Iteertiitnietit Strategies
rlatk eh, small number of slaws will be able io launch

fTectise recruitment strategies that contribute significantly to

the number of good jobs and to long-term economic desclop-

ment. Few businesses move their operations between states and

vet, little emplosment growth has been attributed to migration

1
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of jobs into a state (LuxenIterg 1984; Berman 1985).

istoricall. recruitment strategies primarily a\c invoked

low-skilled positions in manufacturing branch plants. with little

potential to stimulate long-term employment growth. There is no

systematic evidence that the types of jobs that have been re-

cruited in recent years are different from those recmited in the

past. If. however, state recruitment strategies provide longer and

more complex education and training needs than in the past.

states may be able tee attract better quality jobs. More highly

skilled and more broadly trained workforces are incentives that

should appeal to firms that are imoked \kith innovative. 1101I-

standardized activities in earlier stages of development. For

example. Michigan. one of the top three contender, for the' Sat-

urn plant in 1985. offered a recruitment package that encou-

aged development of world-class manufacturing and

engineering talent. Al Inle it lost its bid for the manufacturing

plant. It won the company ileadqllarter and ) facilities. and

the relatively high skilled jobs that accompam these functions

(Vosler 1988. 531.

Recruitment strategies that target foreign investment and

new plants, rather than relocating jobs from other states, offer

opportunities for more states tee benefit from such efforts. More-

over, if recruitment incentives of lower production costs are the

result of productivity gains (i.e.. b means of technological

adoptions or the more effectk e use of labor). the longer-term

impacts of recnnitment strategies on economic development

could be more positive than in the past.

High-Tech Job Creation Strategies

Trends in State Efforts
In the 1970s and early 1980s, nrarr states began supple-

menting recruiting strategies m ith efforts tee create jolts at home.

The impetus behind this trend came partly from the disappoint-

ment of some states with their lack of success in recruiting. The

efforts were also. however. in response tee growing evidence

notionally that the ke!, to emplo norm growth an( I good jobs lies

WORKING

in growing your own (Grubb and Stern 1988).

The' experiences of California's Silicon Valley and Massachu-

setts' Route 128 demonstrate the viabilitx of this "high tech''

approach. Seeking to replicate the success of these areas, states

adopted a range of high tech development (HID) initiatives tar-

geting natard job creation and business de\ elopment (OTA

19841n. The states. especially Pennsylvania. Michigan. and Mas-

sachusetts. were front-runners in experimenting with new job

formation through technology and innovation strategies. In recent

ears. programs that are directed at R&D and technology transfer

have proliferated throughout the United States.

Efforts to stimulate technological innovation hat e taken a

variety of forms, including research institutes. industry- university

partnerships. matching grants. and research parks (Clarke 1986:

American Association of State Colleges and Universities 1986;

Eisinger 1988: 1'eesler 1988). Unkersitv-based research centers,

such as the North Carolina (:enter fin. Microelectronics., the Cali-

fornia Microelectronics innovation and Computer Opportunities

(NIICRO) center. and Massachusetts Centers for Excellence.

conduct applied research in exchange for funds from a mix of

state and private sources. These centers allow firms to pool their

resources and avoid duplicating expenses for facilities and equip-

ment. In Pennsvlania. university - coordinated :Advanced Tech-

nology Centers (:ATCs) operating independently from the state.

let erage public funds through matching grants for R&D projects.

Michigan has created research centers. including the Industrial

Technology Institute (l'I'l) and the 'Michigan 13iotech Institute

which run independently front the universities. and are'

financed primarily by private foundations.

Research parks, which encompass concentrations of R&D

firsts. are also geared toward generating and hastening the trans-

fer of new ideas tee the market. In 1984. there were approximately

150 research parks in the l sited States. almost double the num-

;ter that existed a decade earlier (Eisinger 1988. 286-287).

State involvement in helping high-tech start-up firms has also

grown in recent years. fifty states now operate pmgrams to
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assist small businesses. and most have programs designed to

stimulate the formation of new firms. "l raditionally. small busi-

ness assistance, programs offered technical and managerial help;

increasingly. states are expanding these efforts to include more

entrepreneurial and financial assistance.

In a few states. small business "incubaton,- have been creat-

ed. Incubators provide shared ser.-ices (i.e.. legal assistance,

cemlerence moms. accounting services. and research facilities) to

start-up firms at relatively low rents. Evidence suggests that firms

that "hater from incubators ha e a silmificantk better chance for

survival than small firms in general (Osborne 1987..15).

Most remind v. state initiatives to create and develop oew

firms have irk (dyed influencing private investment practices

and fillnig gaps in capital markets. By the mid-1980s, most

states were funding venture capital programs to finance new and

emerging businesses. Tiles(' programs are generally quite small

and involve ter) few jobs ( Eisinger 1988). The programs. some

of which require matching funds from the firms, often seek to

expand or change existing lending practices in the private sec-

tor. They may. for example. support firms that might not have

approached traditionaloral sources of "seed- money. or encourage

private investments in potentially productive projects which

taditionaIly have been bypassed as too risky.

These "entrepreneurial- venture capital programs are

bringing states into relatively unfamiliar territon for public

sector institutions.

hereas the traditional industrial development loans went
mostiv to existing firms. which backed their borrowing with
collateral. the new programs fircus on startup operations.

small business at the early stage of development, and new

product development. \ ent tire loans often do not require
collateral. Many venture arrangements invoke equity
investments. a degree of involvement unknown the old

industrial financing programs (Eisinger 1988, 2641.

NV ORKIN (;

Life-Cycle Implications for State

"High Tech" Job Creation Strategies

The life-cycle framework helps to clarify the role of new and

emerging businesses in economic development. The creation

and development of new entrepreneurial firms. which are vital

to long-term economic growth, require strategies that focus on

the characteristics and needs of products and technologies

during their early stages of development. Analyses of the high-

tech Silicon Valley and Route 128 success stories accentuate

the importance of innovation. research, product design, and

non-routine production activities.

These studies highlight the necessity of an entrepreneurial

network and a technical infrastructure that encompasses ap-

plied research and procluct development at universities. infor-

mal local communication networks, a scientific and technical

!atmr force, and proximity to complementary and competitive

firms and to distributors and markets (Malecki 1990, 1991).

Venture capital provides the means to create and develop these

new and emerging firms.

Research on the location of technology-based entrepreneur-

ial (inns offers more general confirmation of these life-cycle

expectations with regard to the importance of R&D. venture

capital. and skilled labor in high-tech dmelopment strategies

MT.\ 1984).

Empirical evidence accentuates the wide variation in the

abilit N of states and regions to stimulate new fine formation. An

establishml base of high-tech employment has been shown to

pros ide areas with a decided advantage in the creation of new

entrepreneurial firms. An existing agglomeration of firms in

similar or related sectors is a principal determinant in both birth

rates and the distribution of small technology-based firms (Ma-

leki 1990. 258). Concentration of these resources in one area

enhances the firms" productivity by creating external economies

of scale in production and marketing (Markusen, Hall. and

Glasmeier 1986). A self-sustaining "critical mass- of employers

i 'at
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can develop as the concentration of entrepreneurial firms attracts

;Additional firms and venture capital, strengthens the technologi-

cal infrastructure, attracts and retains skilled professionals.

further promotes informal communication networks, and encour-

ages new innovative activities (Malecki 1991: OTA 981b).

The flow of venture capital further highlights the advantages

of an established high-tech base and the presence of research

universities in new firm formation. The availability of venture

capital varies widely by state and region, with funds flowing from

U.S. financial centers (e.g., Ne%1 York and Chicago) to centers of

innovation and technology. Empirical evidence suggests that

concentrations of university R&D and large firm laboratories are

associated with attracting venture capital: in contrast, federal

R&D and the concentration of small firms are not (Malecki

1990, 249). California. Massachusetts. and Texas are slates that

regularly attract venture capital. with CalifOnia alone often

accounting for one-third to one-half of all U.S. venture capital. In

contrast, many states have virtually no venture capital funds

(Malecki 1990. 260).

While an established high-tech employment base gives an

area a competitive edge in new firm formation. relatively little is

known about the initial generation of local start-ups. The re-

search available suggests that the initial "confluence of techno-

logical opportunity.' or appearance of the first entrepreneurs is

the result of the availability of start-up financing and the exist-

ence of informal (noninstittitional) personal and local contacts

that are suppotiive of new. unpro\ en entrepreneurs (Shapiro

1971: (YT.A 1984).

In both the Silicon Valley and Route 128 areas. grimiii SN as

driven by local start-ups and spinoffs from companies already in

the area. Despite the often-cited MIT and Stanford examples.

firms (as opposed to universities or government R&D facilities)

appear to be the best generators of entrepreneurs (Malecki 199)).

251). Small firms (those with less than 10(l employees) have

been found to be the major source of entrepreneurs, although a

significant number of founders do originate from large firms.

WORKING

It is important to differentiate among small firms in fashion-

ing a high-tech development strategy. Most small businesses

create no jobs after the first few years and many. particularly in

the service sector, generate a lot of relatb vly low-paying, dead-

end jobs that are conducive neither to innovation nor entrepre-

neurship (Tichnor 1988. 2). Relatively few small firms have

the potential for growth and expansion (i.e.. "seed beds- for

future jobs 'Ticknor 1988: Eisinger 1988D. These firms are

those dominated by innovative. nonstandardized activities.

For similar reasons. given their mix of occupations and pro-

duction activities. recent research suggests that branch plants

may deter the formation of new firms (Chinitz 1960: Malecki

19(X)). It is also argued that the external control inherent in

branch plant economies, whereby major corporate decisions are

made cIsewhere, is not onduive to generating innovative rev,

undertakings in the area (Markusen 1985; Bergman and Gold-

stein 1986: Malecki 1990).

Potential of State High-Tech Job Creation Strategies
Technology-based, entrepreneurial firms are \ ital to yeomn-

ic growth because of their ability to generate spinoff jobs. new

products. and new technologies. IA hich can enhance eontpeti-

tivertess throughout the industrial stnicture Wilkey 198,1;

Markusn 1985; Rothwell and Zepeld 1985; Malecki 199))).

\\% and emerging businesses have been slum n to be an elem.-

ti e economic development tool (Segal Quince 11 Ukstead 1985:

Flynn 1988). St ta.es with significant tun ersib, 11 f /, venture

capital, and highly skilled labor have the most potential fOr

implementing a successful competitiveness strategy based on

entrepreneurial nel, firms (Deutermann 1966; Roberts 197(1:

ester 1980; Oakev 1984; Malecki 1991). Given the nature of

the R&D. technology transfer and job creation processc how -

ever. results will not be visible for years and possibly decades.

The Ben Franklin Partnership. established in Pennsylvania in

1982 and often highlighted as one of the best economic devel-

opment programs in the country. is designed to enhance
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productivit. create new products and processes. and illereatie

the number of start-up (inns. While in its first four years, it is

said to have created or preserved only 10,664 jobs: such short-

term data do rug permit determination of whether the program is

meeting its goals (Osborne 1987. 33). Further evaluations are

needed to assess its impact over the long term.

High-tech strategies are not likeh to be very effective for

many states. Historical h. small tehnology-based firms. and

high-tech employment more generally. have accounted for a

relatively small proportion of all employment (Riche. Hecker,

and Burgan 1983: OTA 1984b). High-tech employment in the

United States is concentrated geographicallv. with most jobs

found in New England. Texas. and California. RR activities.

in particular, remain concentrated geographically in a fe.v areas

of the country (Malecki 198(1. 1984. 1985).

A high-tech job development strategy will be extremely

difficult. if not impossible. for relatively small areas that lack

universities. technology-based companies. and skilled labor.

Areas dominated by relatively mature industrial bases and

technologies are also unlikely to he able to implement an effec-

tive economic development strategy around technology-based

entrepreneurial firms (Chinitz 1960: Markusen. Hall. and Glas-

meier 1986; Malecki 1990).

Empirical evidence suggests that the state role in new firm

fin-Illation will be limited and that it will he focused on research

and idea generation, rather than on technology transfer or ven-

ture capital. Ilistorically. university-industry partnerships have

fared better in the production of research than in techindog-y

transfer (i.e.. commercializing the results of the research). Dis-

putes have arisen anlimg the partners oer the research priori-

ties and mix of basic versus applied research. In addition,

research centers have generated relatively few results that are

useful to corporate sponsors (Osborne 1987; Eisinger 1988;

Foster 1988: Bosworth 1990).

Initial feedback on university-industry partnership programs

established (luring the 1980s suggests these technology transfer

WORKING

problems will continue. Pennsylvania's Ben Franklin Partner-

ship and Michigan's which have goals of both research

generation and technology deployment, have had greater success

in delivering the firmer than the latter (Eisinger 1988, 287).

Empirical evidence also confirms that most research parks

fail. Some are unable to attract tenants; others fail to generate

spinoffs: almost all fail to stimulate technology transfer (Eisinger

1988. 287). With respect to venture capital, most state programs

are quite small and probably will not prove effective in estab-

lishing the "critical mass" of high-tech firms needed to generate

a self-sustained growth environment. Even those citing

-success- have accounted for relatively few jobs ( Foster 1988;

Eisinger 1988).

Questions also remain about the state's role as a venture

capitalist. Debate continues over whether a market failure in

capital markets actually exists. Evidence does suggest. however,

that small firms outside existing high-tech centers are likely to

have difficultk-s obtaining venture capital funds (Eisinger 1988;

Bosworth 1990).

I.astly, studies of successful venture capital projects indicate

that the reputation of the founders of new firms is the primary

factor in such deals (Maiecki 19(X). It is questionable whether

state institutions %kill be able to successfully tap into the infor-

mal communication networks in which these assessments are

made. More generally, given the nature of venture capital (i.e.,

high risk financing) most effiwts will fail.

Strategies to Assist Established Firms

Trends in State Efforts

Economic development efforts regarding established firms in

the Fnited States historically have focused on the prevention of

job loss or on the re-employment of workers displaced from

their firms. Measures to retain jobs in mature or declining in-

dustries. for example. have often included import quotas. do-

mestic content rules, residct ions on outsourcing. and protection

against unfair competition.

16.
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At the state level, cost reduction incentives (e.g.. reductions

in unemployment insurance. workers compensation, or taxes

and direct subsidies) have been used in attempts to offset cost

disadvantages in an area and to keep employers in the state.

States have also taken an active role in seeking to offset the

adverse consequences of technological and economic change

(Ganzglass and Kiedkamp 1987). Many states have des eloped

worker assistance centers or emergency teams to assist with

plant closings and provide jab search assistance. supplemental

unemployment benefits, am' assistance in moving. State train-

ing programs have been critic al components in assisting work-

ers who have lost their jobs.

Recent years base witnessed a trend in state programs to-

ward assisting existing firms before a shutdown becomes emi-

nent. Michigan's Jobs Opportunity Bank (M,1013). the

Delaware's Blue Collar Jobs Act, and the New Jersey jobs

Training Program (NJJTP). fOr example. specifically target r-

sources to retrain current workers anti possibly forestall plant

closings. Skills corporations, in which business and academic

institutions worked together and shared training and retraining

costs, emerged in the 1980s to assist established firms that were

growing rapidly and facing skill shortages. Based on the earls

success of Massachusetts Bay State Skills Program. other

statesincluding Kentucky. Minnesota. Washingttai and Flori-

daestablished skills corporations. In recent years. how eser.

some of these skills corporations have met with hard times.

Florida. for example. has eliminated funding for the Sunshine

State Skills Program. and the Massachusetts Bal. State Skills

Corporation (BSSC) appears to be in trouble.

In recent years. states have begun to take broader measures

which include programs for modernization and the development

of new, foreign markets, in order to bolster the competitiveness

of existing firms. Michigan's Modemization Services Program

(NISP) and Massachusetts Center for Applied Technoltq.,ry

(CAT), for example. are Itoth programs /tinted at revitalizing the

states traditional manufacturing sectors, such as autopilots.
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apparel. and cutting tools. These programs assist finns in the

integration of new technologies by identifying both technologi-

cal and training needs and by providing support and technical

assistance.

The integration of new technologies into relatively mature

industries is not central to most states high-tech policies and

programs (isinger 1988, 288). Instead. most states still fOcus

their -technology program- funds on university R&D and on

assisting start-up finns. Only about 10 percent of the S350

million spent on carious kinds of technology programs in 1988

was spent on technology transfer, and on technical and manage-

rial assistance (OT.A I 990a. 173)..As of 1990. only 10 states

operated programs whose primary function was to assist IllatILI-

faclorers in technological adoptions (()'r\ I990a).

In a multi-state elf cat the Southern Technoltrgi Council

Consortium for Manufacturing Compctitis (mess. was established

in 1988 to utilize the states socational schools and ommuniny

colleges to assist small and medium sized enterprises (SME5)

with new techntlogies IOTA 1990a. 1 13). In addition. sonic

states has(' begun experimenting with programs to stimulate

exports. in particular. hriping SNlEs market their products

oserwas (Clarke 198(: Osborne 1987: Eisinger 1988: Bose and

Kodowitz 1991).

In general. the programs designed to assist SNI Es incorporate

new technologies are set, small and few in number. -\ mid-

1980s survey by the Congressional Office of Technology As-

sessment IOTA) showed that only 2 percent of the SMEs had

received extension services (()T I 99( la). A recent sully\ of

souther, states found that less than 19 percent of the SMEs

considering new technologies used any state or ersity ser-

vices for teclinical assistance or information IOTA 1990a. 147).

Industrial extension programs Ire roost slates are trot we'll lint

to the state's training programs or educational institutions (O TA

1990b. 70). More commonly. state programs function as referral

agents to training agencies. I fown% en. [mist state-financed train-

ing programs hake shifted their efforts toward retraining the

l^t
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potentially unemployed and upgrading the skills of current

workers (Stevens 1986: Creticos and Sheets 1990). Californids

Emplonient Training Panel (VIP). the nations largest state-

financed training program funded at appmximateb S55 million

a year. was originally designed to assist firms moving into the

state. It now focuses on helping existing businesses retool and

reorganize in order to enhance productk it- (Ganzglass and

leidkarap 1987, 9).

Increasingly. states are linking their training funds for estab-

lished /inns to capital investments (Canzglass and I leidkamp

1987, 10: OT.A 1990k 118 -9). Indiana's Basic Industrial Train-

ing Program (1111a) for example. requires finis in mature in-

dustries (such as transponiation, auto, steel, and heakA

machinerk) that are expanding or modernizing to invest in capi-

tal equipment in order to be eligible for retraining assistance.

The state cinch between II/ percent and 50 percent of training

costs depending on the le\ el of investment. Illinois Industrial

Training Program. which added a mature industry component to

complement the traditional support of new and expanding com-

panies, also makes training contingent on capital ink estment 1)\

the firms.

A feiw states hake also begun to explore the possibilities of

influencing labor-management relations and work reorganiza-

tion in order to revitalize their industrial sectors. With the intent

to promote cooperation rather than conflict at the workplace.

kentuck \ Penns\ hania. and Ohio have instituted programs to

improve labor-relations and establish emplo o. in \ (anent

programs (Ticknor 1988). In Penns\ Dania. the MILRITE Coun-

cil (an acronym for -Make Indust; \ and Labor Right in Today's

Econotm -1 has been established to help improve the state's

negative !alga- image (Osborne 1987. 331. Libor- management

relations. home\ yr. remains an area in \\ Inch little has been

done IA states.

N 0 II K I ist G

The Life-Cycle Implications for State Strategies
to Assist Established Firms

Job retention strategies that are based on reducing costs

without raising pmductkity will be ineffective in promoting

long-term economic growth and development. As with recruit-

ment. tax abatements or Other concessions will appeal more to

employers involved with relatively standardized production

activities (associated with mature products and technologies)

than to those firms dominated by better, higher skilled jobs. A

low-cost supply of labor may delay the exodus of local manufac-

turing jobs. and hence provide a respite from economic decline.

0\ er time, however, these jobs are vulnerable to relocation to

e\ en lower cost areas as demand and competition increase.

In contrast. policies that finals on bolstering the productivity

of established firms can make significant progress toward in-

creased industrial competitiveness and long-term economic

growth. The life-cycle framework further accentuates the impor-

tance that a highly skilled and broadly-trained workforce will

hake in achieving these goals.

The life-o'vele framework also helps to clarify the needs of

industries that have passed beyond the initial stage of develop-

ment. As described earlier. on-the-job training and more for-

malized employer training programs are critical for the

detenninat ion and acquisition of skills required in emerging

occupations. Schools and college's cannot hope to prepare work-

ers for emerging skill needs as the. initially arise at the work-

place. I lowever. as a technology develop:, and as demands

expand. skills become more generalized and transferable among

employers. Training can and should be transferred to the educa-

tional institutions (11 \ nn 1988). This skill transfr process re-

quires close. continuing collaboration between schools and

employ 'N.

For states to benefit from the job creation potential of high-

to.ch spinoffs, education and training programs need to provide

firms with skilled workers as they experience rapid growth

beyond the earliest stage of development. Shortages of key tech-,
1 \:4
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Inca! and other skilled workers in rapidly growing new fields

can send a company packing long before low cost incentives

become appealing (Rosenberg 1991).

Private-public partnerhips, such as skills corporations, can

facilitate this transfer in the provision of skills from the work-

place to the educational system (National Governors' Associa-

tion 1987; OECD 1989; Carnevale. Gainer. Villet. and Holland

199)). Quantitatively, the demands for new, highly skilled la-

bor---ereated by the adoption of new technologies appear

small compared to total employment needs. The failure to meet

these needs, however, can hamper productivity gains and the

introduction of new technologies at the workplace.

The life-cycle framework also sheds new light on mature

industries. -Mature- actin ities and ''high -tech'' activities repre-

sent the extremes of the development life cycle. Activities that

are "mature" are those in which technologies and products are

relatively standardized, mass production predominates, skill

requirements are relatively low. arid there is little or no innova-

tion taking place. Competition is primarily a function of price.

As when "high-tech- industries fiNt became the focal point

of public policies, mature industrial sectors are usualk viewed

as though all of their aetim ities are at a similar stage of develop-

ment. I lowever. while mature industries (e.g.. autos. textiles.

steel, footwear) include mature segments. they also contain

more d 'Juniic and innovatke segments (OECD 1988). Even

N%ithill firms. mature segments often co -exisr with high-tech

segments. as well as with actin ities that involve products and

technologies along the mid-range of the development spectrum.

In addition. mature industries are generally seen and treated

as a relatiNely homogeneous group. Him ever, considerable

diversity exists among these industries in terms of their organi-

zational structures. occupations. menage rates. and skill require-

ments. Effectke revitalization strategies for mature Ministries

will take a arieh of (Onus including the integration of nets

technologies. better utilization of traditional technologies.

de% el011111ent of specialized product niches. and reorganization
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of the workplace (Abernathy Clark and Kantrow 1983: Dowdy

and Nikolchey 198o; Doeringer. Terkla. and Topakian 1987;

OECD 1988).

States can benefit from the introduction of new technologies

across a variety of established industries. New technologies

permit a broader range of product and process innovations to

develop new and improved products and open new markets.

High-tech firms (i.e.. those that produce the R&D and new

products and technologies) do not have to exist in the area in

order to benefit from such a strategy (Sabel. Herrigel. Kazis, and

Deeg 1987: Doeringer. Terkla. and Topakian 1987,

Adoptions of new technologies play a relatively minor role in

permanent job loss in the United States. On the contrary. there

is growing evidence that the failure of firms to remain techno-

logically competitive contributes more to workers displacement

and job loss than does the adoption of new technologies (Cyert

and Mowery 1987: Mowery 1987: Flamm 1988). A GAO survey,

for example, cites the most significant cause of plant closings

and mass permanent layoffs to be reduced product demand.

followed by increased competition. high labor costs. and the

high value oldie dollar (CM) 198(5). Product and process auto-

mation were cited k relatively few respondents as key causes

for workers being displaced from the firm.

Empirical r.sidence suggests that the uncertaimies of adopt-

ing new technologies are preferable to the known consequences

of failing to remain technologically competitke. Adoptions of

technologies in their relatisek early phases of development are

associated primarily with the positive impacts (e.g.. upgrading.

job enlargement) of technological change. In contrast, the Pre-

ponderance of negative impacts (e.g.. mass la offs, unemploy-

nwnt) are related to adoptions of relatively mature technologies

or to the failure of firms to adopt any technologies at all.

An alternative to the technology-based approach for

enhancing the competitiveness of established firms invokes a

'now toward customization and market niches. Flexible

manufacturing systems (FMS), which make shorter production

-7
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runs economical and encourage product differentiation. have

facilitated a trend toward greater use of small-batch production

of relatively specialized (nonstandardized) products (OTA

1990b). In such instances. competition becomes a function of

product differentiation and quality as opposed to price. and

demands increase for more broadly trained and relatively

skilled workers (Piore and Sabel 1984: Levin and Rumberger.

1989). Moreover, while this shift need not involve new technolo-

gies. the changing nature of the organization (i.e.. less special-

ized capital. more highly skilled labor, and more flexible

production processes) facilitates future adoptions of more ad-

vanced technologies 1,Doeringer. Terkla. and Topakian 1987).

Many traditional industries contain segments of production

that remain in small-batch jobs. Finns that produce custom-

designed goods. such as machine shops. metal fabricators, and

wood working shops. for example. often are found in traditional

industries populated by small and MP(1111111 sized firms. Markets

for specialized products may never become large enough to take

advantage of economies of scale: in addition. the failure to stan-

dardize output inhibits mass production.

The Potential of State Strategies

to Assist Established Firms

The potential fOr state programs to enhance productiv it and

competitiveness through rev italization of established firms is

extensive. Thew are two main reasons for this. First. the dynam-

ics of technological and industrial change accentuate the ongo-

ing need 14 upgrading human resources and facilities to

maintain competitiveness. second. states have mil% just begun

to tap the opportunities available to them regarding business

modernization strategies.

While still a strong competitor in terms of R& I). innovations.

and technology transfer of ideas from the lab to the marketplace.

the U.S. continues to lose ground in terms of technological com-

petitiv ellesS (CVert and Mowery 1987: Mower, and (:veil 1988:

Dertozous. (,esters and Solow 1989: OTA 1990a. 1990I)). Tech-

WORKING

nology diffusion (i.e.. the transmission of -best practice- tech-

nologies throughout the industrial structure) lies at the heart of

our competitiv elleSs prONPIIIS.I.:.S. adoption rates of robotics.

computerized numerical crmtrol devices. and other advanced

technologies are increasingly falling behind those of our indus-

trial competitors. Moreover. even when adoption rates are simi-

lar, U.S. firms have been found to he less efficient in their

implementation (Osterman 1988: @TA 1990a).

Organizational and managerial changes are often deemed

necessary to fully exploit the potential productivity gains of new

tVC111101()gies. Managers have been criticized. however. for fail-

ure to: (1) effectiv el\ ev abate both the short -term and long-term

costs and benefits of technological adoptions: (2) adequately

develop human resources to meet changing need,: (3) develop

organizational structures that can exploit fully the productiv itv

gains associated with new technologies: and (1) establish fruitful

cooperative relationships "1111".nrkeN1C"'d and Nin`IN 1987:
limes and .Abernathy 1980: Drucker 1988: !laves and Jaiku-

mar 1980: Kelley and limoks 1984 Examples of 1 .S. firms

that have made significant progress in incorporating technologi-

cal advances. organizational changes. and investments in hu-

man resources at the workplace do exist. However.er. tlase firms

are the exception rather than the nor.; ;" I .5. industry..

Several neent state efforts to promote business rev italization

show promise. although problems remain. \\ ith respect to in-

dustrial extension programs. fOr instance. problems continue

regarding technology diffusion and the deli% pry of sell ices to

small firms. Efforts to increase manufacturing product iv it v

thugh the transfer of technologies highlight an inevitable

tradeoff: focusing programs on a narrow market segment ith

specialized and intensive services. and hence reaching a rela-

tively small audience. or pro\ iding more general sets of services

to a heterogeneous clientele OA sckolf and Tornatzkv 1988).

Given limited resources the latter would probably force the state

to act as a broker or referral sery ice rather than a pm% icier of

comprehensive technical and training assistance.
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Small firms. in particular. ha \e difficulties \\ ith technological

adoptions given costs. skill awl retraining requirements. and the

need to keep tip-to-date (Kelley and Brooks 1988). State indus-

trial extension and training effo rts. however. reach whin\ \ Imv

small firms (Gatizglass inul I itsidkamp 1987). State officials

indicate that it is hard to find small companies. assess their

needs, and spend enough time with them to make a diffmence.

The fact that industrial extension programs are rarely inte-

grated with :state training efforts highlights other missed °fluor-

tunnies. ...either technology nor training in isolation of

system- \\ ide support Is ill effeetk \ illCrease Predueli \ \ and

jobs. [Imre\ cr. the recentalbeit smalltrend to link training

with capital investments is a good step ill promoting industrial

onmetitiveness.

The shill a \sm. from recruitment and ((man; more efficient

use of existing state resource, and (inn, ill state-financed train-

ing progrtins has the potential to millilitre competiti\ eliess and

long-tem economic growth. I 10W('Vel". %11111(' 1110(lenization

efforts generally require flexible and more broadl \ -trained

\\ orkers. most of the state-financed training program, pro\ ide

relatively short-term training for individual (inns (Cretii.os and

Sheets 1q9()). Upgrading effort, to enhance human resource

skills have Yet to demonstrate their effecti \ eness ill promoting

productivit) and johs. There has been little evaluation of in-

plant training program, provided by state-linanced training

programs: skills (tipOrt111011S. too. Ila \ r had few e\aluations.

It is important for states to explore the of ohs 101'

state funds are pro\ icing training. and to to eStithi kit IAheth-

rr siren, accepting public funds would ha\ c pro\ idled such train-

ing anywa. \latching requilvinents should help to limit the

legree of substitution kik ing place: questions remain. however.

about the transferabilit \ (lithe skill, being pro\ ided. \lore anal-

\ sis needs. to be done to determine if this is tile best Kay to

bolster long; -terns competitiveness of IA as firm,. In

addition. anal should be conducted to determine to \ \ bag

extent ,tote funds (Or compan -specific training pmgrains are

draining resource, from other education and training institu-

tions that pro\ ide more gtsnealized. transferable skill,.

IV. Tailoring Competitiveness Strategies to Individual States

The life -c\t I( Beel'eeli\ e of eemBelilielless strategies is use-

ful to sidles for two reason,. First. it is helpful in assessing where a

state is ill terms of emerging. owl\ ing, and maturing employment

opportunities. and thus \ hat \\ orkforre preparation ne ds might

he. Second. it can guide a slate in determining \liere it might want

to he and can help to assess 11)11% likely it is that the state \\ ill reach

that goal. as well a, what tsorkf owe issues %%ill flood to lie ad-

dressed in order to !no\ e in that direction.

.\ state's economic de\ elopment goals and aspirations should

W 11 C

be m(lectiu of its CO1111)0111 t' and opporluuities (1)01"it'r

1 V9). I CY) I I. In addition. the selection and design of strategies and

rticular programs should be tied to the slate's emplo mem base

esourre mix.

tats, \\ ill differ pith respect to their composition of etnplo\ ers.

.iaracteristies of the work force. institutional capabilities. and

01111' resources. Goals and slralegies, lhrefoo. are expected to

gall state to state.

\lost states t ill select a mix of strategies 0.e., rermitment. job

n -
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creation. retention) and programs to promote competitiveness and

long -teen economic development. The life-cycle framework can

help states s%stematicallv assess the skill and training require-

ments likely to he required for such measures. It can also guide

states in determining the relevance of the exiteriences of other states

to their own competitkeness strategies.

The framework does not. however, provide states a set of easy

answers regarding the selection and design of strategies and pro-

grams. States have to do their homework. More specifically. public

policy makers need to understand the existing employment base.

the characteristics and potential of state resources. and the state's

strengths on which it can build competitive advantage. To facilitate

these tasks the following 3-step process outlines how states can gel

started in thinking strategicall% ;data! tht,it- employment and work-

force needs.

Step One: State Employment Assessment

Initially. states should analyze the nature and mix of their em-

ployers and jobs. This analysis requires policy makers to look

beyond industry aggregates and identify the types of production

activities (e.g.. MS, D. standardized assembl%), types of employers,

occupational requirements. and skill needs within the state. The

likely predominance in most states of business revitaHzation strate-

gies to promote competitiveness further m1131-flumes the impor-

tance of understanding the potential and limits of the state's

resources and employment base.

While each state is likely to identify additional questions rele-

vant to its particular circumstances, BO\ I pros ides

guidelines for conducting this employment assessment.

Step Two: Inventory of State Resources

States should develop an inventory of labor and other available

resources (e.g.. education and training institutions. IUD facilities.

%enture capital) that can demonstrate competitiveness efforts. Does

the state have the types of resources necessary to effectively imple-

ment a high-tech job creation strategy or recntit good jobs? The

characteristics of the state's tailor force (e.g.. age distribution.

education le% els, occupations, wages) should be compared with

WOR K I N G

Box 1

State Employment Assessment
How does the state's industrial structure compare with
the national economy? How has this been changing over
time?
tIow does the state's occupational mix in its major
industries compare with the national averages in those
industries?
Describe the extent of various kinds of production
activities located in the state (i.e., the mix of branch
plants. headquarters. and H & I) facilities in the state).
Is there a trend in recent years?
Make a grid classifying the state's major industries and
employers by development stage (i.e., emerging,
growing. stabilizing, declining).
What is the state's birth rate of new (inns? I low does
this compare with the national average?
What are the characteristics (i.e., industries, firms.
products, technologies) of the state's high-tech
employment?
What are the charactensties (i.e., industries. firms.
products. technologies) of the state's major traditional
employers?
What is the extent of entrepreneurial small firms within
the state? Identify potential high growth areas.
What industries have been the primary sources of plant
closings, layoffs, and unemployment in the state in
recent years? What were the reasons for these events?

hat are the needs (i.e.. skills, technological. financial)
of the states traditional employers?

national averages to identify state strengths or potential problems.

A state with a relativel old %yorkforce, for instance, will face more

replacement needs than others. A state With relatively high propor-

tions of engineering and technical talent may have an ad%antage

over others in high-tech development possibilities. A state 1%ith

relatively low production wages can attract relatively unskilled

production jobs. The overall stnicture of a state's education and

training network should he identified. Moreover. the roles and

track records of the institutional components of the education and

2
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Box 2

State Resource Inventory
How does the states workforce compare with national
statistics regarding demographic and educational
factors? What are the implications in term-, of educa-
tion and training needs?
What are the major RI) institutions in the state?
\\ hat are the extent and sources Of venture capital
available to new firms?
Describe the "business culture.- labor climate. and
status of labor relations in the state. (;i\ e examples.
A hat major skill shortages and Surplo,e, have oc-

tod in re< ens \ ears? f low 1% ell these imbalances

resolved?
Describe the e \ ()lotion and current status of the states
education and training network. \\ hal are the stret4r,ths
and weaknesses of the various institutional components
of this network?
\\ hid) firms have used state-financed training
programs? Describe the extent and types of skills
provided.
What relationships/partnerships exist between educa-
tion and training institutions and eiliployers (e.g.. co-op
programs. apprenticeships. ad\ isor) boards)? I la\ e

these met expectations?

training network should be assessed in teens of skill generation

and responsiveness to changing labor market needs in order to

understand the capabilities of the system. Box 2 pros ides guide-

lines for the (lc\ elopment and assessment of the slate's resource

inventor).

Step Three: Strategic Thinking

about Employment and Workforce Needs

Competitiveness strategies and programs should be assessed in

the light of the states emplo)ment and resource bases. In which

actk ities are state policies likely to be most effective in g,

good jobs and long-term economic development? In \\

tries? In which types of firms? Assessments. of both the shod-term

and long -tens impacts, should be made of \ arions recruitment. job

WORKING 19

creation and business revitalization programs previously imple-

mented in the state. In addition. potential litirriers and constraints

to implementing strategies and programs should he identified.

A hen policy options have been selected as particularly appropri-

ate for the state. dm experiences of other states in that regard may

then prove partiulady useful. What were the impacts of those

programs elsew la TV. and what problems were encountered? 13o\ 3

provides guidelines for thinking strategically about employment

and workfOrec needs and opportunities.

'ox 3
Strategic Thinking about

Employment and Workforce Nee( Is
\\ hat an' the areas in which the state has particular
strengths in the light of the employment and resource
in' moor\ assessments?
A hat finns have moved into the area in recent \ ears?
Did the relocate, from another state Of so. which)? Are

they foreign-owned? What are their major production
activities and the nature and extent of their jobs?
\\ hat ineenik es have been used In the state in recruit-
ing firms? Di I td Iose firms that have named in take

ad \ antage of these?
To what extent have new, high-tech firms been created
in the state in recent \ ears? In what fields? What was
the source of \ enture capital?
What are examples of traditional industries and firms in
the state that have modernized their workplaces in
recent Years? \\ err state-financed training programs
involved'!olved? Were am education and training institutions
directly invoked?
Has the state been able to leverage funds to pro \ ide for
training? To what extent? With which employers?
V\ hat types of coordination and cooperation of education
and training institutions appear necessary to implement
the programs that appear to meet best the states current
and future employ meat and training needs?
What barriers and constraints may inhibit the imple-
mentation of strategies and programs that appear to meet
best We newels of the state?
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V. Conclusions

A V idc range of conclusions results from the life-c%cle itnal \ -

sis of state strategies to bolster emplo% mem growth and long-

term economic d('% elopment. It is clear that \%11011(4r states opt

for recruitment. job creation, or business re% italizalion strate-

gies. d Will well boomed %1Orkfillt` is critical in

creating and sustaining long-term economic gro\stli and (le% el-

opulent. This final section %sill 10r10. on -delensi e- and -proac-

ti\ v.' state actions and their long-term implications. as well as

on evolving state responsibilities in preparing a high qualit%

\\.orkforce.

"Defensive" and "Proactive" State Actions

The life-yle framework highlights the importance of distIn-

guishing between -defensive- and "proactive" state actions in

seeking to kdster long -term economic development. INletisi e

actions represent an expedient way of impro\ ing, competitive

position by Im ering costs (Doeringer and kaboolian 1991:

Doeringer et. al. 1(/91 1. They do lout. however. address issues of

orkfoe quality and technological change which underlie

business performarice. In contrast. proactive or -innovative-

adjustment mechanisms can lo%\ er costs by increasing labor

WORKING

productivity, moh%ating %%orkers. improving effiienc%. and

increasing the qualit \ of the %\ orkfOrce.

With respect lo labor market adjustments. for instance. lay-

offs and concessionary wage cuts represent dclensi \ e actions.

hereas upgrading emplo% er skills. integrating 11011 technolo-

gies. and implementing emplo. ee-in \ \ einent programs are

proactive actions. \lade in response to adverse impacts of tech-

nological and economic changes. defer's' \ e adjustments became

idespread during the I 9:0s and 1980s in relati ely mature

industries. such as autos. textiles. apparel. and steel. Proactive

human resource adjustments have been found primaril \ in firms

in\ (dyed with pmduts and technologies in relatiel\ earl\

phases of de\elopmeni. Small firms that engage in pro(Itiet

specialization and produce for niche markets are also prone to

seek labor produti\ it\ -enhativing adjustments, given their

dependence on a skilled and flexible workforce that can m-

5101101 rapidly to changing markets.

Proactke adjustments. when found in firms focused on mass

production of more mature products. ,appear to 1111%0 been imply-

inent(q1 after defensix e mechanisms have been tried. After

experiencing 1k idt.,pread layoffs and plant closings in recent

2
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years, for example, productivity-enhancing adjustments. such as

changes in labor-market relations and employee involvement

programs, are being implemented in !miss production industries.

Classifying state actions as defensive or proactive can be

useful in understanding the short-term and long-term impacts

and tradeoffs of uarious policy options. Defensive slate actions

such as tax abatements or other financial incentives can quiekk

lower costs to potential employers and attract relatively large

numbers of jobs in a short period of time. I lowever, these mech-

anisms can undermine long-term economic grouuth. particularly

when the types of jobs recruited are relatively 10\s-skilled and

uulnerable to further relocation to areas of even louver cost. In

Contrast. while proactive strategies 11 ill take longer to reduce

costs. by increasing productiu ill the impacts regarding jobs and

groustli are likelt to he of higher quality and longer term.

The defensive/proative dichotomy highlights the importance

of focusing public policies on "good jobs- as opposed to -jobs-

per se. Moreover, particularly \silk respect to relatively mature

industries where increasing competitiueness and long-term

viabilitu are often achieved uvith louver employmnt leuls. -out-

put- rather than the number of jobs mat be a more appropriate

measure of ixilicy effectiveness.

In recent years. state economic development strategies hale

begun to focus more on proactiue options and less on defellsk e

responses. The trend away from almost exchisive focus on re-

ernitIllent toward job creation :aid business re\ italization.

instance. is indicative of the shift away from a pure cost orienta-

tion to one that emphasizes productivity and technological coin-

petitiu eness. Programs that are implemented uu ithin these

strategies have been evolving in a similar direction. Mn. exam-

ple, noire complex recruitment packages (that include training

grants fir upgrading arid relatively skilled positions) can reduce

labor costs through productivity gains in contrast to tax abate-

ments anal other financial incentives.

With respect to business revitalization. Mille efforts are still

limited. states are experimenting with a range of options (i.e.,

W O R K I N G

neus technologies in tilde). firms, more effe('tiue use of traditional

technologies, customization) that lime the potential to enhance

productiuitt at the uuorkplwe. This shift tousard more proactiue

approaches also promises more highly skilled jobs.

Nloo.mer. proactive approaches should pro\ ide real cost

savings over tittle. whereas delensiue one threaten to become

increasingly expensive. For example, 11 hen the first fels states

began offering tax abatements. customized training, and so forth

as recruitment strategies. these incentives helped to differenti-

ate one state from another as they sought to attract tier, employ-

ers. Over time. more and more states found it necessary to

folloo snit. or risk their position as a serious contender. Noii

virtualli, all states offer tax and financial incentives and custom-

ized training. requiring states to incorporate additional features

Into recruitment packages in order to distinguish themselues

from one another.

approaches h.ne a fuj-0,(4. advantage as at ow

national 1(14.1 there is greater likelihood of real net emploument

gains. rather than josh zi reshuffling of jobs among states ((;rubb

and Stern 1989). Nloreou cr. proactiue approaches lime the

potential to had the oat to a -bigh-uuage. high-skill. high liu

standards option. effectivelt bypassing louu-tuzige.

,hematites ((:olien and Zs sman 1987: Dertinizos. 1 A.ster. and

Solouu !QIN: National ()II 1.:(11.11q111(111 F:011101111'

19(X)).

State Responsibilities in Promoting Competitiveness

variety of implications emerge from the preceding !P-

ewit' analysis for employers. unions. educators. and go\ ernment

officials seeking to promote competitiveness and long-term

economic development. Policies are needed for both the -up-

side- and the "doll aside" of such change. Failure to adapt to

neusly created skill needs generated by new technologies can

restrict the productivity of suorkers and of firms. undermining

industrial competitiveness and economic growth. Failure to

minimize the negative impacts of technological change as jobs

0,-17it)
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are simplified or eliminated can further constrain the benefits of

technological progress.

Management can facilitate technological change through

planning that integrates the natural shifts in skills with training

needs and In pmtnoting was in which worker. \pect and real-

ize better job pnispqls as a result of such change (Flynn 199 1 ).

Linions can foster the adoption of new technologies by develop-

ing ways to incorporate greater flexibility into the lives of work-

ers and their organizations.

The skill-training life cycle (ti EC) underscores the intere-

lated and evolving nature of the roles of various skill providers at

different stages of a technology's life (Chad 21. It also highlights

the changing role of public policy across the various stages of

technological and industrial deelopment.

Poluctivitv-enhancing adjustments (e.g.. adoptions of new

technologies. improed labor-management relations) occur with-

in firms. However. there are circumstances when the preparation

fOr, and adjustment to, technological and industrial change

should take place outside of the workplace. The lift-cycle frame-

work helps to pinpoint those places where public intenention is

likeh to be most ellectiwe in facilitating such change.

The dnamic nature of production life ccles and technologi-

cal change highlights the need for workers who are able to adjust

to skill and job shifts mer time. and who are capable of absorb-

iitg, job-related skills provided at the workplace. 'rite states ecloca-

tion and training system should provide access to basic skill

development throughout each individual's working; life.

In addition, states can play key roles in two major areas in

which labor market adjustments spill beyond the boundaries of

the firm: ( I) the skill transfer process from the workplace to the

schools: and (2) when workers are displaced from their firms.

Skill Transfer Process

States should seek to prevent major skill shortages awl elimi-

nate bottlenecks that would otherwise constrain economic

progress and technological advance. Firms provide workers with

W 0 It K INC

new skills as they initially arise. As skills become more general-

ized and transferable among employers, these skills can and

should be transferred to other components oldie education and

training system.

Employment and training policies in most states have tradi-

tionally focused on schools as the primary source of job skills,

while other important sources of skill development have re-

ceived relatively little attention. States need to more fully inte-

grate non-school providers of joh-related skillssuch as union

apprenticeship programs, the military, government training

programs, and firmsinto employment and training programs.

The life-cycle framework underscores the need for public

policy that distinguishes short-dm and long-nm employment

conditions. Such a two-pronged policy stance is necessary in

order to guard against creuting structures that are so "labor

market responsiv as to undermine long-term economic growth

and the ability of workers to adjust to skill and job shifts over

time. Rapidly changing economies need broadly-trained work-

ers who are able to work in a variety of situations and to adjust

to stmetural change over the course of industrial developn

State planners need to recognize that e(hicat(irs and employ-

ers us,- different time horizons when making planning and eval-

uation decisions--with those of employers generally far shorter

than those of educators. Employer support and encouragement

of particular training programs is not sufficient to justify public

spending. Rather than relying on employers to solve some of

their immediate staffing difficulties through changes in recruit-

ment and internal training practices, moving quickly in re-

sponse to employer requests to alleviate skill shortages may

foster future skill imbalances.

Skill Obsolescence and Displaced Workers

Skill obsolescence. plant closings, and worker displacement

are seen, in the life-cycle framework, as "natural" consequenc-

es of technological progress. The hulk of retraining that occurs

in response to technological and structural change takes place
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at the workplace. Mass perma:. silt layoffs, plant closings, and

plant relocations, however, impede the process whereby most

workers acquire skills for alternative employment. States need

to continue to focus on mitigating the adverse impacts of indus-

trial and technological change, assisting displaced workers and

the unemployed (Ganzglass and Heidkamp 1987).

More generally, the temptation to seek out new industries

and businesses may drain resources from more traditional

sources of employment. For instance, labor shortages (particu-

larly in the blue collar and clerical fields), which are attribut-

able to the growth of new and emerging firms, tend to spill over

into other sectors less able to compete for workers (Flynn 1981).

Focusing on these spill-over problems of skill replacement

needs, public policy can help prevent an economic development

strategy from backfiring as it impairs the competitiveness of

established employers and prompts their "premature" departure

from the area.

Tasks at all levels of the skill spectrum, including profes-

sional and technical, craft, maintenance, clerical, and operative,

are vulnerable to deskilling and skill obsolescence. The deskill-

ing of tasks need not, however, result in the downgrading or

layoff of workers. The net result depends on the ways in which

tasks are allocated among jobs and workers. Employer hiring

and staffing practic es play a key role in how jobs and workers

are affected by change. Public policy can, however, help to

minimize the negative impacts of structural change by ensuring

a local skill retraining capacity for adults, which given the like-

lihood of worker dislocation exists even during prosperous times.

Chart 2: Responsibilities over the Skill-Training Life Cycle

Institution

Employers

Introduction:
New and Emerging

Skills

Provide training for
new and emerging
technologies

Joint Fa( oe adoption of

Labor-Management new technologies

Efforts

Schools

Government

Provide basic skills
training

Encourage adoptions
of new tee hnologies

U
Growth:

Increased Demand
for Skills

Provide training for
firm-specific. skills

Establish
apprenticeship training
programs where

appropriate

Prot ide training for
general or transferable
job skills, as well as
basic skills

Facilitate skill transfer
from the workplace to
the schools

HI
Maturity:

Slower Growth in
Demand for Skills

Provide training for
firm-specific skills

Establish retraining
programs for internal
transfers of workers
whose skills are soon
to become obsolete

Provide training for
general or transferable
job skills, as well as
basic skills

Facilitate skill transfer
from the workplace to
the schools

Source: Doeringer, et al. Turbaerter in the interleaf' Workplace. :New York: Oxford Foiler,ity Pre, 109/. p. 113.

Iv

Decline:
Skill

Obsolescence

Provide training for
replacement needs

Provide training and
out-placement
assistance for displaced

workers

Eliminate training
programs for obsolete
skills: Pros ide basic
skills

Provide retraining for
displaced workers:
Assist firms in meeting
replacement needs

r)
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